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From the beginning of the sixteenth to the beginning of the nineteenth century, the transatlantic slave trade was legally carried on by traders from most Western European nations. On 25 March 1807, however, the British Parliament declared it illegal for British subjects to trade in slaves, effective 1 May 1807.
1 Not only did Great Britain endeavor to prevent its own citizens from further participation in the slave trade, it was also unwilling to see it continued by traders from other countries. Abolition "should not be thwarted nor frustrated by the pertinacency of other Powers, in allowing their subjects to continue this disgraceful Traffick," wrote George Canning, the British Foreign Secretary, in 1807.
2 But to the indignation of successive British cabinets, international law restricted what actions the Royal Navy -Britainʼs principal instrument for the suppression of the traffic -could take against a trade that was now almost exclusively carried out under foreign flags.
While the last three decades have seen a reinvigorated interest in almost all aspects of the transatlantic slave trade, 3 legal historians have completely neglected it. 4 This is all the more surprising when one considers the major impact that international law had on British suppression attempts. Since it was a well-established principle of law that on the high seas countries could only exercise authority over their own ships and nationals, slave traders under foreign flags could carry on their trade without fear of British interference. This proved especially convenient for the principal slave trading nations: Spain, Portugal, Brazil, France, and the United States. To overcome this legal obstacle, between 1807 and 1862, Great Britain set out to modify the law of nations so as to obtain a legal environment more conducive to the implementation of its suppression policy. These British strategies of international legal change are examined in this article.
The Napoleonic Wars
In Great Britain, "An Act for the Abolition of the Slave Trade" was passed in March 1807. The United States prohibited the trade in the same year, effective 1 January 1808; Denmark had already prohibited the trade in 1792, effective 1803. 5 During the Napoleonic Wars, the superiority of the Royal Navy was de facto able to suppress the French trade and that of its allies, due to the enemy character of their ships. But how could the slave trade under neutral and allied flags be checked? Great Britain expected Portugal, an ancient ally, to heed its wishes and within three weeks of the passage of the Abolition Act, appeals were made to Portugal to end the slave trade.
6 Yet the Prince Regent refused to do so and declared that to abolish or even discourage the trade was "utterly impracticable" because of hostile public opinion and Portugalʼs colonial interests.
7 At the end of 1807, however, Portugalʼs fortunes had changed. Occupied by French forces and with the Portuguese Court transferred to Rio de Janeiro, it was completely dependent on British protection. 8 Canning was not slow in pointing this out to the Prince Regent, who, after lengthy negotiations, in January 1810 signed a new
